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our readers.
This Pair, one of three (1 Mint &
2 Used) now known to exist, shows
that there may always be a rare d.
unique item "just around the corgi
which, either by sheer luck or
logical explanation, (sometimes
both) can be brought to light.
When we first discovered, and subsequently acquired, the Pair among
the Lots offered by Messrs. Robson
Lowe in a Sale at the end of last
year, we followed a hunch more
than a certainty. From here on it
was necessary, step by step, to
prove that it was a genuine item
and not one of the several clever
forgeries seen during the last 50
years. The Mint and Used Pairs in
the PTT Museum had been extensively
photographed and the history given
in Miller's excellent book on Swiss
Tete Beche material, together
with a fine
article which
appeared in
the BBZ in May
1958, helped
interest

our investigation. It is known that this Pair, (contrary to other
Swiss Tête Bêche Material) was an accident and not printed on purpose.
One of the printings of the 1882 Numeral 5c, No. 60A (Gibbon's 122,
Scott 71) accidentally had one cliché inserted upside-down. The colour of the Stamp, together with the bad lighting then in general use,
resulted in a complete overlooking of the error and only some 15 years
later was the first Pair found. The printing in question must have
been put on sale late December 1887. The Used Pair in the PTT Museum
is postmarked 23.I.88., Zürich. Back to "our" Pair: It was evident
at sight from small breaks in frame lines, blunted corner and other
tiny characteristics, that the Pair was printed from the same clichés
as the two known ones. It was then established that fibres in the
paper went across the perforation bridges and that the Control Marks
on the two halves of the Pair were in the correct position relative
to one another. On this evidence the well known Swiss Expert, Fritz
Moser-Räz of Biel, had no hesitation in issuing a Certificate declaring the Pair as genuine. However, the Postmark was so indistinct that
it was suspected of being forged. Our investigation had to start
anew: An experienced Swiss dealer an d a leading Expert on Swiss postmarks joined forces. An infra-red photograph was made, blocking out
the designs of the Stamps and clearly "lifting out" the Postmarks,
disclosing that the Pair was used in CHARMEY-BULLE, 1.I.88. This was
not enough - it could still have been a forged Postmark of a later
period. Our Expert now searched amongst his archives and examined
80,000 postmarks, indubitably proving that the Pair was genuinely
used during its period of validity. With this import ant evidence to
supplement his own findings, Mr. Moser-Räz had no hesitation in issuing a 100 "clean bill of health". Thus ended a Sherlock Holmeslike investigation. The Pair now graces the collection of a prominent Swiss Collector - it has been described in a Berne newspaper as
one of the greatest rarities discovered in the history of Swiss Philately. We leave you with this thought: Supposing that a large percentage were destroyed after use in the normal course of events, more
severed by being sold as singl es over the Post Office minter, an d others severed through
gh lack of knowledge of early
collectors here could yet
be some undiscovered specimens
in existence. Where are they
and

who will 40d

.them?

H.L. Katcher.
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THE ISSUE FOR THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY of
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art 5

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION
Abbreviations: v. = vertical, h.
horizontal, 1. = left (of), r. _
right (of), btw. = between, v/t=
value tablet, * = star shaped
spot, ab. = above, bl. = below:
79A 25yß blue, line perforation.
1 Small dot bl. 7 of 1 875.
51 Circle outside 1. frame at
3rd wire, square in r. fr.
at covers.
101 Dot in 0 of Union.
151 Dot high in v/t and on V of
Universelle.
2 Dot over 1st wire at 1. fr.
52 Dot over globe and small o
under frame at Grasse T D.
102 Line in cloud over 1st wire
& dot under E of Postale.
15 2 Dot high btw. LE of Jubile,
nick in r. frame at arms.
3 h. hairline through 1. fr.
and scroll to damaged frame
ab. DE L'U.
53 Dot 1. of E in DE.
103 Dot outside r. frame at covers and on pole at oak leaf
153 Dot btw. 2nd and 3rd wires
and under 2 of 25.
4 Dot ab. value figures and
top r. in v/t.
54 Dot in cloud bl. J, and two
ab. globe I. of face.
104 25 re-engraved at bottom.
154 Dot ab. P of Postale.
5 Dot outside 1. frame at 1875.
55 Dot over globe and on r.
forearm.
105 155 Dot btw. 3rd & 4th wires by
insulator and ab. 1st wire
at 1. frame.
6 Dot under curved line bl. J
Dot btw. 2 and 5.
56 Dot under 5 of 25 and 1. bl.
J at frame.
106
156 Dots ab. globe, hairlines
diag. through cloud and
wires from 1. frame.
7 Top frame damaged over ON
of UNION. Dots ab. globe.
57 Dots under 1st wire. Diag.
line bl. A of Florian.
107 White mark on pole 1. of 1.
elbow. Dots bl. wires bl. E
of Postale.
157 -.
8 Dots and hairline under hyphen.
58 Dot 1. of J and dot over 2
of 25.
108 Dot low in v/t.
158 Dots ab. frame ab. E of DE.
9 Dots on 2nd wire and over
frame ab. PO of POS TALE.
59 Dots in curve ab. globe.
Dots under 4th wire.
109 -.

159 v. line on frame ab. U of
Union and small dots in
cross.
10 h. hairline from 1. frame to
25.
60 Dot in J of Jubile and spot
on pole 1. bl. arms.
.10 Dot at top of pole, small
line r. of 5.
.60 Dot over top frame and U of
Union. Diag. hairline from
1. frame through clouds.
11 Dot r. of 5.
61 Dots in and under U of Jubile, and b1.0 of Universelle
L11 L61 Diag. lines from 1. frame to
globe and to Jubile. v. hair
line in shawl.
12 Dot in dress ab. 19 of 1900.
62 Large spot r. of v/t. Hairline under 1900.
L12 -.
L62 h. hairline through N of ION
and pole.
13 Dot ab. frame ab. D of DE.
Dot btw. 2nd and 3rd wires.
63 Dot 1. of face and between
1st and 2nd wires.
113 Dot under curved line bl.
Jubile. Dots r. of 25.
163 V. line 1. of 9 of 1900, and
small line top 1. at L of
L'Union.
14 Dots over 5 of 25, hairline
from U of Union to LL.
64 Dot over 25, and dot outside
r. frame at covers.
114
164 Dot over top frame & pole.
15 Dots at 2 of 25, and over 5.
65 Dot by 8 of 1875. Hairline
on right forearm.
115 Dot outside 1. frame at
bottom.
165 Dots 1. over globe and in
clouds above 1st wire.
16 Dot bl. 25, dot ab. globe
at 1. frame.
66 Dot under 4th wire at 1. fr
116 Dots 1. of 2.
166 Dot r. of 1. hand.
17 Dots ab. top frame & P0.
Dots at bottom of v/t.
67 Small v. line in shawl and
dot r. of 1. hand.
117 -.
167 V. hairlines on wing.
18 Dot ab. frame and D of DE.
68 Dots in R of UNIVERSELLE
and two bl. frame and 2nd
0 of 1900.
118 Dot btw. D and E.
168 Line, partly dotted, ab.
top r. corner.
19 Dot bl. I of UNIVERSELLE.
Diagonal hairline ab. globe.
69 Dot in 5 of 25. Two dots on
breast.

119 Dots ab. hyphen.
169 Dot ab. globe.
20 70 Dots between JU and ab. 2.
120 Dots bl. BI and on lowest
insulator.
170 Two dots bl. J.
21 Small line ab 5 of 25.
71 Large spot ab. globe.
121 Dots r. of 2 of 25 and ab.
hyphen.
171 Dot in L of JUBILE and bl.
9 of 1900.
22 72 Dot before Universelle.
Diag. hairline through E of
Jubile.
122 Dot on S of Universelle.
172 Line from r. edge of arms,
across 1 of 1875 to bottom
frame.
23 Dota low in v/t. Dots ab.
E of Postale outside r. fr.
73 Dots high on pole. Line out
side 1. frame at globe.
123 173 Hairline through L of L'UN
and ER from top frame. Dot
bl. bottom frame and N of
Florian.

24 -

74 Dots in top r. of v/t.
124 Dot btw. 1st and 2nd wire.
174 Diag. hairline on breast.
25 Dot bl. S of Postale. Dot
outside frame at E of Postale.
75 Dote on pole bl. 1. hand.
125 Small diag. lines outside
frame at 25.
175 Circle on wires bl. Postale.
Dot bl. 4th wire.
26 Dot btw. 2 & 5, Dot r. of
arms at r. frame.
76 Small line ab. wires in
cloud. Dots on hyphen.
126 Dots btw. 1st and 2nd wires.
176 Small dot outside r. frame
at covers. Dots on pole at
1. upper arm.
27 Dot btw. U & B, and under
LE of Postale.
77 Dots in 5 of 25. Hairline
outside bottom r. corner.
127 Dots btw. JU, dots bl. btw.
U and B.
177 Strong line from top of 5 of
25 through dress into covers
28 78 Two small dots ab. globe.
Dots ab. E of Postale.
128 Dot 1. of 2.
178 H. line in shawl ab. v/t.
Also line in dress ab. 5 of
(To be continued)
1875.
This article has been translated from "Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung".

New Issues

readers kindly send stamped,
self-addressed envelopes and enclose exact money. Such orders
please to be kept strictly separate from any other communications sent to us. We list below
details of the forthcoming
The PTT have embarkissues as far as available.
ed upon a rather
,APRIL 7th: Publicity Series. 4 Values: 10, 20, 50 and 75c.
ambitious programme
for 1960 and we list APRIL 7th: World Refugee Year. Overprints on current UNO Stamps:
20 an d 50 c.
below an impressive
number of new items MAY 10th: New Definitive Series (Subjects: Postal History and
Monuments). 18 Values: 5,10,15, 20,25,30,35,40,50,60,70,75,80,90,100,120,
which will have to
150 and 200c.
be added to our
5 Values: 5+5, 10+10, 20+10, 30+10,
( JUNE 1st: Pro Patria Set.
collections this
50 + 10.
year. The most important event
.TUNE
1st:
Pro
Patria
Miniature
Sheet (25th Jubilee of Pro Patria will, of course, be the replaceNational Festival Stamps). 4x 50 + 10 (equals 240) plus 60c surment of the present definitives
(Landscapes and Historical Series) charge, total Fr.3.-.
SEPTEMBER OR OCTOBER: Europa Stamps. 2 values: 30 and 50c.
It seems unfortunate that in a
year during which a new definitive OCTOBER 24th: Colour changes and additional values for Inte rn ational
Offices: B.I.E., B.I.T., O.M.M., O.M.S., U.I.T. and U.P.U. 3 vals.
series is embarked upon so many
each 20, 30 and 50c. UNO additional top value Fr.5.-.
other issues should be planned.
DECEMBER 1st: Juventute Set. 5v. (same denominations as 1959 Set).
We have, of course, the Annual
Publicity, Pro Patria and JuventThe issue of the new definitive series cuts short to alarute series to contend with - and ming proportions the time the Historical colour changes were
nobody will wish to raise any
in use. While the 80c and Fr.1.20 values have enjoyed a use
objection here. We will also be comparable to a Commemorative Issue, the Fr.2.- has only
glad to purchase the two low
recently been seen on mail from Switzerland and the 90c. has
value Stamps for the World Refugee not yet been generally used at all! Used copies of this
Year. Ardent collectors of Min- latest Stamp should now be bought at Mint price as it certaiature Sheets will no doubt
inly will not become cheaper. Those collectors who are still
welcome the Pro Patria Sheet to
without complete Sets either Mint or Used (or Used Blocks of
mark the 25th year of the series,, Four!!!) should fill their gaps as a precaution against very
but at this point we may be exam-', high prices later. Ed.
ed if we stop to think benevolently,
about this years programme.
To especially mark the occasion of W.R.Y. two official Stamps will
Alas we are faced in October with
be issued. To avoid the production of two special designs, the
the third issue of the Europa
current UNO Stamps, 20 and 50c, will be overprinted "ANNEE MONDIALE
Stamps (an annual fixture from now
DU REFUGIE". Designers an d printers are as announced for the basic
on?) and the colour changes for
United Nations Stamps, as are the colours. The stamps will, of
all the International Offices of
course, be in sheets of 50. They will not be valid for postage by
which in October 1959 UNO issued the public but only for mail posted at the special United Nations
the first two. To add further to Post Office in Geneva, an d for use by the Org an isation itself. They
our expense there will be a Fr. 5.- may only be purchased in
Geneva (UNO Post Office) or from the PTT,
value added to the UNO series!
Bern - NOT from NORMAL POST OFFICES IN SWITZERLAND. Sale takes pine
This last Stamp could surely have from April 7th to June 30th only but they remain valid until 31st
been deferred for another year
1960
December,
New Definitives: See Page 4,
(if its issue is at all justifiable after the promise which
was made to confine the New
International Series to the present 6 values). Of course , even
though the total face value of
the 1960 Issues is estimated to
come to Fr.32.- (almost 55/ - ),
we are, by comparison with other
QUANTITIES OF STAMPS ISSUED
countries, being let off lightly.
The PTT recently announced the following illuminating
This, however, is not the argusales statistics of Stamps which are now obsolete:
ment. A few years ago the PTT
1959 Montreux Overprints: 30c - 658,940; 50c - 656,716.
promised us a very conservative
1959 Publicity Set: 5c - 12,015,033; 10c - 27,413,136T
New Issue programme and we
20c - 1 5,03 0 ,3 6 5; 50c - 5, 08 5,7 06 .
sincerely hope that 1960 will
prove the exception rather than
Nabag Miniature Sheet: 434,106. (From this high figure it
seems unlikely that this Miniature Sheet will turn out a
the rule for the future.
Incidentally, as a small effort
winner! - Ed).
to help the World Refugee Year,
1959 Pro Patria: 5c - 2,508,004; 10c - 4,314,321; 20c 30c - 1,451,999; 40c - 1,447,094.
The Amateur Collector Ltd. has
3,567.844;
decided to supply the two OverOfficial Overprints: (Technic and Landscape) 5c - 300,000;
prints issued on May 7th at face
10c - 386,000; 15c - 103,000; 20c - 495,000; 25c -197, 0 0 0
value. It is hoped our readers
30c - 270,000; 35c - 160,000; 40c - 776,000; 50c -193,000
will order generously and poss60c - 250,000; 70c - 107,000; (These figures show the 15c
ibly in excess of their normal
and 70c values as keys to the Set. There can be no doubt
that these two Stamps have an excellent future - Ed).
requirements. The cause is a
Official Overprints on Historical Designs: 50c - 240,000;
good one, only 1/22d for the
60c
- 459,000; 70c - 263,000; 80c - 521,000; 90c -495,000
pair and there is a fair ch an ce
1 Fr. 239,000; 1.20Fr. - 225.000; 1.50Fr. - 153, 000 ;
of a good profit on them in the
2 Fr. - 200,000.
not too distant future. Will
„L.
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REFUGEE YEAR STAMPS

New Issues (cont'd

1964)

PUBLICITY

from
'
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10c. 50 Years of the Swiss National League

for Cancer control 1910-1960 (abstract design
inscribed "Fight Cancer").
20c. 500 Years of Basle

'ate%

M34) é

SWITZERLAND
1850-1958

by MARIAN CARNE ZINSMEISTER, U.S.A.
Published by the Society of Philatelic Americans.
Price 15/- Post Free from the Amateur Collector Ltd
only (1.50 for U.S.A. and Canadian residents only
from the Sooiety of Philatelic Americans.

We have been approached over the years by hundreds of collectors who found difficulty in obtaining
adequate information to write up their collections.
Their predicament is over at last. The information
which Marian Zinsmeister so ably accumulates in her
book is of interest to everyone who collects Swiss
Stamps, and goes far beyond the scope which any
catalogue (even though it may be specialised) can
give. This clearly produced and amply illustrated
volume
covers all Swiss Stamps from the 1850 issues
Printing Particulars: All four
to date. Among the information it gives are designs
values are printed in the
Rotogravure Process by Courv- and designers, engravers, printing processes, purpoisier, in sheets of 25 and or ose or reason for issue, description and brief
history of subjects depicted on the Stamps, variety
the usual slightly coated
- in fact everything which should be known about a
paper with fibre admixture.
stamp but alas, has to be omitted from a catalogue
Designers: 10c: Emil Ruder, Basle. 20c: Naja
which,
of need, must concentrate on accuracy of
Allenbach, Bern. 50c: Paul
listing and pricing. Mrs. Zinsmeister is not thus
Jacopin, Lausanne. 75c: E. D
handicapped. She makes no attempt to describe
N. Lenz, Zurich. Colours:
shades or varieties in the 80 pages of the book,
10c - green, red and lt. gruel.
and of course, no prices are mentioned. This
20c - carmine, greyish-brown,
publication is purely of an informative nature.
grey an d yellow. 50c - ultrHave you, to give one example only, wondered about
amarine, yellow, and lt. blue
the exact meaning of the 20c 1923 Juventute Stamp
75c.- light blue, grey and red.
The Stamps will be on sale from April 7th
design? Well, the answer can be found on page 33
an d as long as stocks last but not longer that of the book as follows: "20c + 5c, Arms of Neuchatel;
December 31st, 1960. They will be valid for
the present coat of arms originated in 1848, replpostage between the above two dates.
acing the arms of the Counts of Neuchatel who
governed
Neuenberg when it was dependent on France;
Ordinary stamps 1960
the French speaking inhabitants of this canton are
a) Motifs taken from
mostly watchmakers and tiny watches shown in the
postal history
border tell us of the watch industry's importance
.05 reddish-blue. Cantonal messenger from Fribourg
in this canton". Practically every Swiss Stamp is
--.10 blue.green. Messenger from Schwyz
treated similarly and we must not fail to thank
-.15 brown, Pack-animal driver with his mule
Marian Zinsmeister for giving us such magnificent
-.20 crimson, Mounted postman. after an old seal
assistance in our hobby.
b) Architectural monuments

Univ-ersity 1460-1960 (design:old
Founding Charter and Sceptre
of the University. 50c.
World Refugee Year (design up
rooted tree - symbol of displaced persons). 75c. Swissair enters the Jet
Age (design: 4 engined jet pl an e in flight).

—.25 green, Cat hedral Lausanne

—.30 vermilion, "Grossmünster" Zurich
—.35 orange-brown, Guildhall of the Woodcutters Bienne
—.40 violet, Cathedral of St. Pierre Geneva
—.50 ultramarine, "Spalentor" Basel
—.60 red, "Zeitglockenturm" Berne (Clock Tower)
—.70 orange, Collegiata SS. Pietro e Stefano Bellinzona

-.75 greenish-blue. "Kapellbrücke" and "Wasserturm"
-.00 violet-brown, Cathedral Si. Gall

Lucerne

- .90

greenish -olive, Munot Tower Schaffhausen

1.—

yellow-brown, Town Hall, Fribourg

1.20 red-brown, "Baseltor" Solothurn
AN bluish.green, (tel Reding's House. Schwyz
2.—

blue, Church Façade Einsiedeln

—

sale and valid
from May 10th until
further notice.
On

Designers: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 40.
70, 80 and 1.20: Werner Weiskönig,
St. Gall. 3 0 , 35, 50, 60, 75,9 0
1, - , 1.50 and 2. - : Hans Hartmann, Bern.
Engravers: 5c - 23c: H. Heusser. 25c Fr.2.-: A. Yersin. Rotary recess printing process by PTT's Printing Works,
Bern, in Sheets of 50. On ordinary un
-watermakedwhitepaer(xacthisorcal
details of all denominations have been
made available to subscribers of our New
Issue Service). It is not generally
known that this new series of Definitives
was planned as early as 1942, when Werner
Weiskönig won first prize at the Official
Competition fer New Designs. At the

same Competition Karl Bickel Sen. won second prize
for his technic and landscape designs. For practical
reasons, however, the technic and landscapes were
put into production in 1949. leaving the prizewinning Definitives "for future use". Originally,
the Architectural Monuments series was represented
in composite pictures showing several famous landmarks of the same town on each stamp (see adjacent
unadopted Essay). It was felt that while possibly
doing more justice and eminently suitable for Photogravure process, these composite subjects gave the
impression of overcrowding when recess printed (as
the recess printing process is vastly cheaper than
Photogravure, the latter must be reserved for Commemoratives only).
Providing these town subjects prove themselves to
be popular with the public, the PTT envisage that
the present New Series will have a life of only six
years, and at periodical intervals thereafter, new
designs in the same style will appear
so that all towns will eventually to
represented. There is some demand
for a change in the Pro Patria designs (crystals & fossils). Favourite
for new designs are Switzerland's
beautiful old castles & ruins. Much
superb Swiss scenery has figured on
Stamps for years. Whilst we cannot
see enough of this, old Swiss archtecture, hitherto neglected, will
be hailed as a most welcome change.

